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First Audit Offers
Minor Criticisms
By Linda Mettel

W 0 R K AT the student government
sponsored Lake Claire recreation project
progressed this week after a temporary setback
caused when vandals drove the bulldozer

........................,,,111111'
We Live in the Present
By the Post, but
for the . ..

Vol. 4 No. 7

Fu TUre

R_egent Parker Meets
With Student Leaders
By Sharon Marek

November 5.

1971

Ca.mpus

FTU's first audit of operations included several criticisms directed
toward procedures and expenditures. A major comment concerned the
use of conces.5ion funds for the entertainment (meals, flowers, etc.) of
campus visitors and guests.
According to John P. Goree, vice
president for busines.5 affairs, the univusity would continue to
General Counsel for the Board of provide support services for the
Education had approved the FTU Foundation.
FTU was also criticized for its
budget, giving authority for this
expenditure. The conces.5ion fund internal control auditing during
includes proceeds from vending 1968-70. The university did not
employ an auditor until 1970 due to
contracts.
lack
of funds.
The major question in the
The audit covered all university
eonca;sion fund item concerned the
statutory authority practice. Goree operating expenses and included an
explained this as permission from analysis of fund expenditures,
the legislature for a ·particular legalities of spending, auxiliary
expenditure. The . university is ope rations (food, housing,
permitted to util~e only approved bookstore), concessions, financial
expenditures, and those not covered aid, student activities, agency funds
and building funds.
in the budget are not allowed.
"Of the comments raised by the
Auditor General Ernest Ellison
also criticized university personnel auditor, 10 of them pertained to
working on FTU . Foundation eveey university within the system,"
matters. The Foundation is a non said Goree.
profit organization which has no
aC!tual employes.
"This state gives us no money for
student assistance and the university
feels a need to raise money for
VCEXPANSION
scholarship funds. But, at this time,
the Foundation is not large enough
Construction on the Village
to employ a staff separate from Center expansion is progressing on
university employes," said Goree.
schedule, according to Director of
President Charles N. Millican, in Physical Planning Fred Clayton.
his reply to the audit, referred to the
The Phase II expansion project
· Foundation as "an integral part of will include additional student
the whole institution (which) exists dining rooms, study spaces and
solely for the support of the rooms for student organizations and
institution." He added that the activities, and student lounge areas.

Preregistration Slated
~Glances For Nov. 16 In LibraI)

Regent Fred Parker of Tallahasee met with student leaders and faculty
members and toured FTU last week in the second such visit by a Board of
Regent member in two months.
In a two-hour session with student leaders last Wednesday Parker
discussed parking and dormitory problems and commented at length on
many of the problems facing the BOR in its attempts to set policy for the
SPEECH COURSES
State University System.
Parking was the major topic of dormitories on campuses," said the
discussion, and in answer to regent, "except those that are fully
Three new courses for students
displeasure about parking problems federally funded."
interested in speech pathology and
expressed by Student Government
This comment was made in
President Frank Santry and others reference to statements made by audiology will be offered in winter
present, Parker outlined the Regent Elizabeth Kovachevich quarter.
Students interested in signing up
budgetary problems of the during her tour of FTU last month.
for the courses should contact Mrs.
Department of Transportation.
"I don't feel as strongly as
"The growth and development of Elizabeth,'' said Parker, "that Floye Johansen or Mrs. June
the State University System has far dormitories are an academic Kennedy of the communication
outstripped the original allocation nonessential. The general feeling of department before next Friday.
The new courses include Speech
of $800,000 allowed by the DOT the Board, and my feeling, is that
340, Problems of Articulation;
to service the needs of all the dorms are a lesser priority than Speech 496, Survey of Speech and
academic buildings or faculty Language Problems, and Com 494 universities," said Parker.
"The number of universities has salaries. If I personally had to nrop Independent Study, Observation
grown from the original three to a something, this would be the Lst." and Introduction to Clinical
Parker also discussed with Procedures in Communicative
total of nine."
Parker further described the stl,ldent leaders FTU's mandatory Disorders.
problem, explaining that when food program, the necessary
DOT-allocated funds are used by balance of radical and non-radical
the universities for parking speakers on campus and the
construction, all work must be done problem of funding non academic
by DOT crews to their structures such as student union
specifications, which in m~y cases complexes.
Parker's day-long visit was part
.
. .
are more rigorous than would be
of the newly adopted program of
Sep~te traffic acc1den.ts within
necessary for university parking.
"Chancellor Mautz and I met six the BOR to put one regent each ~ve miles of campus claimed the
months ago," said Parker, "and month on each of the st.ate lives of two FTU students last
·ty c~mpuses for one day.
Thursday.
.
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approximately $2.50 a yard as mo st ·
semor, ma1onng m e emen ary
opposed to the DOT per-yard cost
education. He was a member of
of $4.50.
John Calvin Presbyterian Church
Campus Glances where he was a Sunday school
"Hopefully this will help the
problem somewhat/' said Parker.
teacherandchoirmember.
"However, there is not a lot of
Thomas Hanley Melton, 21, 312
hope of ever making parking SHAKESPEARE COMPANY Dillon Circle, was killed when he
completely adequate."
lost control of his car on Florida
Parker, who is chairman of the
Tech Blvd. and spun sideways into
BOR facilities committee, also
The South Carolina Theatre a car driven by John Milton Bryant,
discussed visitation and dormitory Company, under the direction of 20, of Oviedo.
problems. He expressed his doubt 1~Milton Dixon, will perform "The
Melton was born in Jacksonville
as to the enforcibility of the ;\7orld of Shakespeare's Comedies" and had lived in Orlando 11 years,
present policy.
.Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 11 a.m. on the coming here from Baltimore Md.
"However," he said, "I foresee no Village Center Green.
He was a member of Azalea' Park
change in the policy before ihe fall · The appearance of the theatre Methodist-Church. A 1967 Colonial
term of1972.
company will be sponsored by the High School graduate, he was a
"There will be no more Village Center.
senior majoring in sociology.

Two Students Die
In Car Accidents

Advance registration for winter quarter will begin Tuesday, Nov.16, in
the lobby of the Library Building. Advisement will start the day before,.
and Registrar W. Dan Chapman has requested that ·students be advised
before their preregistration appointment time.
As in past quarters, student appointment times will be posted in the
Library lobby, the Village Center office and AD 122. The appointment
sheets are to be posted by Tuesday, and class schedules are due on campuf
no later than next Friday.
The location of advanced . their assigned appointment time~
registration has been tentatively
changed to the Library lobby and
Students admitted to Master's
LR 108, the weightlifting room. programs may obtain their trial
schedules next week and upon
advisement, they will be considered
registered. They need not go
through registration.
However, post- baccalaureate
students may be advised, but they
may not register until regular
registration on January 3 from 8:30
to 9 a.m.
The deadline for all fees will be
January 7, and all fees not paid by
then will result in cancellation of
the student's registration. If a
student who advance registers does
not receive his class registration and
fee assessment notice within two
weeks, there will be a duplicate
Registrar W. Dan Chapman
copy in the cashier's office. He may
Chapman has asked that students pay his fees and receive his class
use the north entrance to the registration from the cashier.
h d
f d
d
library on t e ays 0 a vance·
Students who advance register
registration, since the south
entrance will be blocked off and but are subsequently disqualified or
used only to admit students who excluded and who have paid their
fees will h ave th e1r
· money refu n d ed
will be remstering
t:.•
•
·th· th fi t ~
k
f
Chapman said he is anticipating WI m
e rs i.our wee s 0
.
.
.
·winter quarter
some crowdmg dunng this advance
·
registration period.
He
said
there
Students
re
. . g fimancra
. I a1.d
·
ce1vm
will be no a dd1·t·ion al mac h.mes m
must take their clas.5 registration
use ~nd that he expects. and fee asses.5ment forms to the
approxima~ly 5,000 students to financial aid office, AD 266, to
adv~ce re_gister. .
obtain their checks to be presented
_Trial and adv~ement s?hedules to the cashier.
will_ . be . ava1~a?Ie Ill the
Admimstration Building lobby near
Students receiving assistance
the records counter nex_t from vocational rehabilitation must
Wednesday through Monday, Nov. report to the cashier with their
15. _Registration times are registration and assessment forms as
tentatively set for 9: 30 a.m. to soon as the forms are i:eceived, in
noon and 1 to 4 p.m. daily, order t!J insure reg_istration.
November 16-19, with a late period
November 19 from 5- to 7 p.m. for . Regular registration be held
students who are unable to keep January 3 and 4.
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'Borrowing' Is Theft
Stealing is a word that most of. us find diffic!Jltv identifying with,
perhaps because we aren't familiar with its all-encompassing definition.
Stealing also includes certain types of borrowing - whether for an
extended period of time or for just one evening. Stealing explains the
lack of many catalogued books in the library, even though some of
them are just "borrowed."
PROBABLY THE hardest-hit area in the library is the area of
periodicals. Students are frequently assigned. readings from professional
magazines. Granted, it is a great deal more expedient and inexpensive to
casually place a magazine in one's notebook,-but the only tangible
accomplishment is the loss of the magazine to other s1udents.
The various bookdrops could serve as
borrowed periodicals.

ameans of getting rid of excess

Many a large university is forced to take drastic steps to avoid being
completely cleared out in the area of library resources. Thus far, all
FTU has done is lock all doors except the main entrance and exit of the
Library Building and set up a check-out table in the lobby which serves
to. direct outgoing traffic through one exit. · .
THESE STEPS in themselves could be ultimately dangerous. The
doors leading from the stairwells have been permanently locked and are
now fire exits. This step could cause confusion in the event of an
unannounced fire drill, with no one much caring how they leave the
building.
A major part of the problem is that it is shnply easier to take a book
or magazine than it is to wait in line at a copying machine and pay five
cents per copy. A nickel a copy may sound expensive, 1but it's as
inexpensive as can be found anywhere. As far as the lines go, the
Library rece~tly purchased four machines .to cut down on the time
spent m copymg. ·

"BOOKS! WHAT BOOKS'!'

'C0 11ege Of Engineering
Offers c ore p rogram
·
.

What do courses in analytical geometry, thennodyamics, computer
Stealing is an individual value judgment. But it's not exactly uplifting programming and man and his environment have in common? These and
to find that the book or magazine you need is gone.
other courses are part of the "core program" adopted by the College of
Engineering, after consultation with the Board of Visitors, to unify
engineering's many parts and to give FTU's engineering students a view of
its sum.
Created by the college in 1969 really. We only hire "A" people
with the help of President Charles every 20 years; stick with training
Millican and Vice President for "B" -rated engineers.'
Academic Affairs C. B. Gambrell,
'SISTER SARA'
"The board exists to give us
the board consists of 12 members advice and give our College of
from corporations such as Engineering national visibility,
Martin-Ma.rietta and Xerox, from which is why six of the 12 members
"Two Mules for Sister Sara,"
I
schools such as Stanford and are from out of state," Kersten said. starring Clint Eastwood and Shirley
The following guest editorial is part JI of a two-part series on education Northwestern Universities, and from "'Ille more visible we are around the MacLaine, is the last Univesity Movie
by Bob O'Nea/, a student in the College of Education.
the United States Army.
country, the better we can serve our of the fall quarter.
Members serve without pay, meet students, many of whom will leave
The full-length feature is . being
once. a year at FTU and correspond F1orida.
shown at 8:15 p.m. today and 7 p.m.
Guest editorial
regularly for the rest of the year,
"This idea of a Board of Visitors Sunday. Admission is 50 cents.
In last week's editorial we referred to an overabundance of students listening to suggestions from the is not really new, but so far at FTU
In the movie an American
preparing for careers in 'teaching. There are far too many teaching College of Engineering concerning only the College of Engineering has mercenary in Mexico rescues a
applicants at the present time, and the field is increasingly overcrowded courses and ~eneral fields of study· one," Kersten added. "It has helped woman, who is apparently a nun,
with each passing year. The surplus results not only from a greater
~cc~rding to Dean of us in many ways and deserves to be from her would-be molesters. He
finds that the chance meeting is a
number of students' realization that teaching is a personally rewarding \ Engm~enn~ Robert" Kersten, the tried in other colleges too."
_ _ __,stroke of luck for him, too. The
field and school districts' lack of adequate funds to hire more teachers. It boards advice helps. We may say to ____C_O_R_R_E_CT_I_O_N
.
. .
.
1our board member from Xerox for
drama, in which myths and fortress
1s also due to the w1llmgness of colleges to educate excessive numbers of 1· t
'C Id
'
walls both explode is set in 19th
. f" Id ·
h d"d. th
.
. f" Id
ms ance,
ou
you use an
d
f
th
h
stu ents or e teac ·mg 1e , Just as t ey 1 m e· engmeermg 1e a !engineering student with an "A"
The name of one of the girls Century Mexico.
few years ago. Yet, the time has come for colleges to actively recruit background?' and he might say, in last week's fashion spread
A coffeehouse is scheduled after
._
'Yes, we. need hundreds of "A" was printed incorrectly. The tonight's movie.
potential students for the field of education.
One may ·wonder, considering the overloading already in this career engineers, what are you waiting for? young lady's name is Amelia
area, why a college should recruit applicants for that-major: We should . Add GP courses.'
Cooper, not Amelia Evans, as
consider the well-substantiated data regarding many students graduating
"Then again, he might reply, 'Not shown.
from high schools without an adequate grounding in the basic skills,
·
without practical training in a trade without emplo.yable motivation. No
~ ••WHlCi-1 B~IN~ U5 TO YOU, BIG BOY. II
Managing Editor
James E. Couch
doubt much of this is due to multifaceted social factors, but much can
Photo Editor · . . Charles Seithel
also be blamed on the equality, of course, is to obtained the best material
Business Manager
He-nry Popkin
possible in order to maintain a high degree of organizational efficiency or,
Acting
Advertising Manager . Richard Jack
if possible, to upgrade the organizations. Realizing the assumption that
educational excellence is a fundamental for a society's continued
Advertising . . . . Dennis Burns,
Nelson Marchioli, John Pappa,
existence, the college has an obligation to fill -educational ranks with
Harry Smith, James Wald.
superior human resources.
The U.S. Marines' recruitment ads indicate they don't take just "one of
Reporters . . . . . . Mike Crites,
Tina Evans, Weber Ivy, Osler
the boys," but instead, "just a few good men." Our institutions of higher
Johns, Harry Smith, Ann
learning, including this one, should follow a similar philosophy in seeking
Sperring, Beth Weilenman.
educational majors. Obv;ously, under such a college recruitment policy,
Sp'orts . . . . . . . Fred Cay, John
not all of those who desire to be teachers could be admitted; but for the
Gordon, Jerry Jac~son, Larry
reasons already stated, this is how it should be. Not all those who desire
Mccorkle, Ike Spinos.
acceptance in law school are admitted either. For any college to do less is a
Photographers ..... Ed Burton Jon
monstrous failure in community responsihility.
Findell, Richard Jack, Ike Sp'inos.
Circulation ............ Paul Rauch.

Campus

~Glances

'A Few _
G ood Men'
I

LINDA METTEL
Editor-In-Chief
Sharon Marek
News Editor
Mary Anna Jackson
Copy Editor

John Gholdston
Layout Editor
Shelby Strother

Acting Sports Editor

Co~ri~~AJl~N~
·

The "Fu TU re" is the weekly
newspaper of Florida Technological
University at Orlando, Florida. The
FuTUre is published by President
Charles N. Millican and written and
edited by and for the students at
Florida Technological University.
The editorial opinions expressed
are those of the · staff and' not
necessarily those of the university
or of its administration.
.
The FuTUre reserves the right to

~~~~~t~~:.r~I~ ~~~~stt~~s~~!~~ :~:

I full name and address of the person.
(or persons) submitting them.
names will be withheld upon
·
I request. Address all letters to:
·
Editor, FuTUre, P. 0. Box 25,000,
Orlando, Florida 32816.
Entered as third class matter at
L-.A.lllllillmlE!!!lm..-;_ _ _ir;;;;;;;_.,.91;_ _ the Post Off ice at Orlando. Florida.
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Grasty Cited
'Outstanding'
-By Educators

..;J11Creases Approved
.::Ifor Faculty Salaries
$alaiy. increases for several categories of faculty and administrative
·per$onnel have .been approved for implementation. The raises will be
Tetr9active to ·the beginning of the contract period of September 1971.
.The· announcement was made Tuesday by President Charles Millican to
'tti~ Administrative Council and Faculty Assembly.
.' .. : Qategories to ·receive increases are administrative position changes
·which result in a promotion to a higher position, receipt of a terminal
'degree, promotion in academic rank and leave of absence returnees who
are<treated as new faculty members.
_
· The salary increases were frozen ' of the American Association of State ·
iri ' conjunction with President Colleges and Universities in order to
determine which of the planned pay
increas~s were permitted under the
present national wage . freeze
policies.

Dr. William K Grasty, executive
assistant to the president, was
recently chosen to appear in the
1971 edition of Outstanding
Educators of America, a national
honors publication for educators.
Grasty's appointment was a
supplement to the appointments of
five other FTU profressors in
~ ;::.---·August.
They were Dr. George F .
'
_,/
Schrader, chairman of the
department of industrial
engineering and managements
..,,,,/
systems; Dr. Ronald Evans,
From the findings and opinions
THE COLLEGE Bowl team of Delta Tau took the overall trophy chairman of the department of
of these groups, Millican announced Wednesday night in the climax of a two week competition sponsored mechanical engineering; Dr. David
that the four previously mentioned by the Village Center. Delta Tau defeated teams from ATO and Hernandez, chairman of the
categories would receive scheduled Apocalypse in the final night of competition.
teaching analysis program in the
College of Education; Dr. David L.
Block, assistant dean of the College
Millican, Vic•
of Engineering, and Dr. Graeme
President for Academic Affairs C. B.
Baker, chairman of the chemistry
Gambrell will confer with the
department.
appropriate persons in the Business
Grasty said he was "proud and
Affairs areas to immediately initiate
na
pleased to be chosen as one of
the increases.
.L V .I.'-A.-1
several from FTU." He was named
executive. assistant to President
The president further stated that
Pres..Charl~ N. Millican
he would pursue every possible
By Harry Smith
Charles N. Millican after the
_Ni~~n's: ·wage :freeze in August. course of action w ith the
resignation of ·George ~ng last
.-P.r'efildent' Millican has investigated commissioner of education and the
Is the mandatory food program for resident students or various
spring.
·tne!~pay increase question with Board BOR chancellor to attempt to get complaints a~u~ the FTU food s.ervice valid? .
.
"T1
'.'.o f :.·. Regents. Chancellor Robert pay raises for all other members of
~tudent o:pm10?8 on the topic of food service were voICed last week
.I 0
l/)e8 ~
. M-~:il.tz, .other state university the university during Phase II of the dunng a meetmg with Board of Regents_m_e_m_be_r_F_r_e_d_P_ar_k_e_r_.- - - - M~ Je[
te
j·e~~dents . '.lld the Washington office wage and price freeze.
James Eller, director of auxiliary
UU
1 iu
~~--------------------------~re~~~~fo~~~amis fo~ re~~ ~~d ~ ooa
Six ITU ~~ts~~
mandatory because the factor of competitive contracting basis, if the representing U.S. Senators at
. ; ·:.
student participation is necessary for shared-kitchen concept for old anq Stetson University's Model United
. .
! : • ! .
successful operation of the cafeteria. new food services is not to be used. States -Senate Program, next
He said that without the guarantee
Thursday through Sunday.
. "i ~--: \:
of participation that the mandatory
In a tentative draft of a Student
Guest speakers include Senate
program provides, the service could Bill of Rights which Santry plans to Majority Whip Robert C. Byrd,
not remain in operation.
introduce to the Senate there, is a D-W.Va., Florida Senators Lawton
The food program was placed on clause that would prohibit the Chiles and Edward Gurney, and
a voluntary basis during summer mandatory food program for recently retired Sen. Spessard L.
quarter, but due to lack of the resident students.
Holland.
Janet Vickers, president of the
FTU students and the senators
necessary participation it had to be
discontinued Eller said.
Women'~ Residence Association, they are representing are Robert
" As for the quality of the food," who said she has no particular Seidl, political science senior
Eller added, "the highest quality jg complaints about the mandatory representing Gurney; Bill Castellano:
~ ;
used." Eller said that in four years of plan asked, "Where else are dorm political science senior, representing
operation he has had one complaint students going to eat'! Miss Vickers Chiles; Grafton N. Carlson, pre-law
on the quality of the food. "The said she felt that the plan while "not junior, representing J. L. McClellan
food used in the cafeteria is the same the best in the state, it is not the D-Ark.; Harry Barnes, politicai
in quality as that used by Morrison's worst, either."
science senior, representing Jennings
Cafeterias."
When asked about the necessity Randolph, D-W.Va., and Martha
As an overall assessment of the of making the program mandatory Swann, political science junior
food service, Eller said that he thinks Miss Vickers said," Eller says that we rep re sen ting William Fulbright:
FTU's is the finest food service have to be on the food plan because D-Ark.
offered in the State University the cafeterias will not come on
~- .
'
System. He said that the resident gucamarpanustee.~'nless they have that
student is saving 15 to 20 cents per
Miss Vickers said she wanted to
meal over prices paid by commuter
students, who, he said, "never gripe know "why the 400 resident
because they know they are getting a students have this requirement to
·
deal."
fulfill when there are many 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111mm1111111111i1111111
Frank San try, Student commuter students who eat on
Government president, called the campus ·daily. Why do we matter so
mandatory food program much?"
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m;;
"ridiculous." He said he feels
197 I Honda 7 5 0. Excellent
"d t
d
b
condition, 5,000 miles, helmet
res1 en stu ents should be allowed
Bo Carroll, president of the included. $1,300. Phone 6 71_1 379
to make their own decision as to Men's Residence Association, said after 5 p.m., ·Monday through
utilization of the food service.
that he is not against the program Friday.
Asked his opinion of the food being mandatory, but that he thinks _K_a_w_a_s_a_k_i- - - -0_m_o_d_e_l___M_a_c_h_l_l
19 7
service Santry said, "While the price an optional plan should be added to Excellent condition Must sell $750
l . .
of the food is reasonable, the quality the two p;l'esently offered. He said a or best offer. Phone· 275-1649.
is very poor." He further stated that weekly plan allowing for two meals a
he felt the snack bar is a "sham."
day would be sufficient for him and ·Eight beautiful acres-four miles
~~l_'] 94 j_TU--overlooking lake.
Santry said be_ feels ~hat ~~r~ _othermembersoftheMRA.
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Free Senior Photos

WILL BE TAKEN NOV. 1-10

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

SHOULD JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
BE INVITED TO THE CAMPUS OF FTU?

9 a.m. - 12 noon .and .1 p.m: - 4 p.m.

WE SAY NO! .

.~ ·)n AD 264 {student

aff~irs)

(.Jor the Pegasus Yearb_ook

Write for our free booklet:
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR, BLESSING OR BLASPHEMY?

CHRISTIAN ACTION FELLOWSHIP
P.O. Box 1004 Maitl.and, Florida 32751

lost-found

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Lost: Red and blue coat left in GC
229. Please tum in to Business
Administration Office or call Janet
Hyder 843-4888 (evenings). Thanx.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

wanted

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllJllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Artists! Craftsmen! -Prepare your
creations now for Bazaar and Art
Auction, Village Center, Nov. 30 &
Dec. 1. Deadline Nov. 29. Create!

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

autos

11111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Chevelle Malibu 1971 - power
steering, power brakes . air. $600
cash and take over payments. Call
671-7952.

.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

services

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~m1111111m111111111111111111111

Do you have a typing headache?
Auto-Steno is your cure! We type
everything-formal terms - thesis story book - etc. Special rates for
students!!! 299-1130 9 to 5
645-1608 after 6 p.m.
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·roocher Evaluadom
Begi,n This Quarter

· ~~u.~ Lake

Project
To Be .R eady
"'.~~~ In December

A program of mandatory teacher evaluations will be initiated by the
end of this quarter, according to Vice President for Academic Affairs C. B.
Gambrell.
The form for the evaluations was •'overwhelmingly accepted last week
by the faculty senate," said SG President Frank Santry to whom Gambrell
made the announcement.
The form, which is basically the
same one which has been used by allocate funds to have ttie
the Co 11 e g e of Business evaluations published for student
Administration for some time for use.
teacher evaluations, will be
Presently the office of Student
distributed by each instructor and Affairs intends to use the results of
filled out by students in that the evaluations t.o determine salary
instructor's cl~. .
increases, promotions and tenure of
,,-It is stipulated that the instructor facul~ members.
/ .
will hand out the evaluations to one
The university is now looking ". ,· .,
class each quarter. Further, the into the purchase of a machine
~
instructor may not repeat any one reader or grader to aid in compiling
class during a given academic year. the results of the evaluations.
FLORIDA REPRESENTATIVES Bob Millburn (D), left, and Bill
According to Santry, a bill will Results will be compiled by the
Gorman
(R), right, argued the topic of corporate tax at a debate on the
be introduced to the Student 1information processing center on
Village Center Green Monday. The debate by the two men who are
Senate recommending that SG campus.
members of the Orange-Seminole County delegation was sponsored by
~====~~==================~ITUYooyR~~~~

Student Government's Lake
Claire recreation area will be ready
·for student use "by the end of
Christmas at the outside," SG
President Frank Santry announced
recently.
According to Santry, it was
decided at the first meeting of the
Lake Claire advisory committee to
authorize additional wo:rk on the
project including electrical wiring
for lighting, installation of a well
and pump, minimal landscaping
including grass seeding, purchase of
~arbecue pit equipment and sand
for the beach area.
The cost of all of this wo:rk,
includin~ the recently approved
land clearing and sloping operation
by Hubbard Construction will
re~n~~nh ~~OO~e

Future Shock: Future Disease PresidentsAboli tion B ill~~.:J.~~E~r.~;!~
Postponed Until Spring;~~:;;:E:.~~~3·:.:
By Bob O'Neal

FUTURE SHOCK. By Alvin
T offler. 489 pages. Bantam
Books. $1.95 at the campus
bookstore.
"Future Shock" is not the terminology taught in Dr. Brophy's Psy
307 class, nor can you find it in the campus library's medical
dictionaries. Toftler uses this nomenclature to describe the. effect of the
overwhelming, ever-accelerating rate of societal and technological
change that hypoflexible senses battle to comprehend.
No longer do communities change slowly enough to allow the urban
indiVidual a s~nse of stability and comprehension of the progress and its
meaning. Social transition is becoming increasingly difficult for many
to mentally grasp, especially those conservatively-oriented persons who
abhor and don't understand even the slightest innovations occurring
about them.
.
An ·
·
f st t· ti
· th· b k
rt T ffl ,
.1t~pressH1ve clarr:f oall aMaIS ,cs ~t is. too sugppo t of 8e0r0s
ns
ory mo an a grega e o
propos1 10ns. e u ers
lifetimes of 62 years per lifetime. Sixty hundred fifty of these lifetimes
were spent in caves and only during the last six lifetimes has it been
possible for men to ~ommuni~te via Hi'e medium of writing.
Even the revelation of these data writing undoubtedly shocks some
c
t·
·t
s
M C k
..
.
Pi;:,sons. tary~n(~~ iv; ~) er. ~~1
~.drach en~/" wn_ting m
~mmfen futu ch.,ck,, h' ctnhes,
dY·f·tra·I t. e. i~tonansdi not
nsmISSmn imme ately
su 1er rom
re s o , w en e spee o
increased from 8 m.p.h. to 186,000 m.p.h.? But such criticism is merely
nit.picking;
how many of us haven't heard trogdolytic relatives
.
co~pflmfln_,about the ."constant change" or the '!'le~ Morality?
.io ec s conclus10ns are found at the begmrung of the book rather
than the end. This rapid change, which will be intolerable for a
· g
b
f
"th·
.
.
staggenn
n~m ,;r o peop1e !i .m some 30 years! wi 11 ~nng about a
new psychoSIS, future shock. His suggested solutions will startle and
offend even more people. The picture of our future that emerges from
this work is not encouraging, but it's a stimulating book. Try-y-y it you'll like it.

9

f

.
. .
.
approach the engineering and
A_ motion to postpone_ the const1tut1onal amendment concerning the 1sociology departments to begin
abolishme~t of class pres1de~ts was pa.ssed by the Student Government surveying student preferences for
Senate at its October 28 meetmg. The bill was delayed for· consideration Lake Claire "
until the third Senate meeting of spring quarter.
The go-ahead for additional work
SG President Frank Santry, w~o earlier, expres~d stro~g f~elings in at the site may be given by the
fa~?r of ~he amendment, termed thIS move a 'responsible act10n.
beginning of spring quarter.
Elections
are
over
and
class
Cl
Pre
·d
t
G
·
The recently approved 1971-72
·d t
h Id b all
d to
ass
SI en
ary Raspom who
presi en s .s ou
e
owe
tat d th t h £
"
fiscal budget includes an item
operate without the shadow of this · s ~ti
a · e elt a la~k of alloting $22 350 for Lake Claire to
being the last year for the office spec1 IC duties gave the presidents be u d 'f
th·
dd"t· 'nai
th · h ds" ·d Sa 0 t
more freedom to concentrate on
se
or
IS a 1 10
over err ea ' ~
. ry.
any projects which needed construction.
. The controve~i~ bill evoked assistance."
The Lake Claire advisory
diffe=nces~~ opi:;ion amo~g ShG
According to Santry planned committee, which includes
senat rs.
~ug . may 0 t e objectives of the offic~ include r e P r e s e n t a t i v es of the
sena ors agr~ wi~h the present using the class presidents as administration physical plant
uset!essness od thf e o fice~ prtohpobseildl sounding boards for )emclation Village Cent~r and Student
ac ions range rom passmg e
Ir"
,
as it stood to deleting parts of it or ass~ing in the execution of SG government, will contin~e _t? meet
. . .
.
projects and using the pres"d t' regularly t.o set up pnonties for
tabling it mdefimtely · .
council as an advisory board i t~nse~ future development of the Lake
Proponents of passmg the bill SG 0 b. ti
Claire project
pointed out that the enactment
Jee ves.
·
dla9t7e2 wasd tnhot untdil faltl qularted
her
TAKE NO PRIDE IN DOING ATHING EFFICIENTLY
, an
e amen men cou
reversed at any time.
THAT SHOULDN'T BE DONE AT All.
"This gives them one year in
h· h t h
th ·
· ds " ·d
(like putting off buying
~ IC to ~ c :n~e k err mm ' saI
cash value life insurance.)
~aThre dan
.Y.
ac
shson.ld
b
d
ecISion
ou
e ma e
after we have observed the class
·d ts,, ·d
t f th
pbrillesiSeen to' J~ Boppoksne~Thi~ . e
KENNETH I. GRUSHKA & ASSOC.
na r 1m roo .
s IS a
constitutional amendment and
THE STATE LIFE 1NSURANCE CO.
h Id
t b h
d 0
h" "
3191 McGuire
s ~ 0nf~ e0 fc C:mge
~d w tnn.85
Ph. 843-6900
Orlando, Florida Suite 150
d f ed d Ibce
lass 1PretstdenSe '!
e en e
y new y-e ec e
ruor
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COMING SOON :
CENTRAL FLORIDA CIVIC THEATRE ASSOCIATION

5 PORT CoATS

Production of Rollins Players - "Barefoot in the Park"
Annie Russell Theatre, Sunday night December 12, 1971 Fru Night. Exclusively for FTU Students.

HATS

Sebastian's Dinner .Theatre

"THE LITTLE HUT" --spicy French comedy
Dinner served from 7: 00 p.m. Play at 8: 40 p.m.
Price $4.00 any day including dinner
$2.00 Tues. - Thurs. excluding dinner
Closed Monday

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE

'rOUR

JACK ET5

Florida State Theatres •• Tickets good any time at any Florida State
Theatle. Price 75 cents.
Now showing:
Beacham -- "WINDJAMMER"
-Plaza Rocking Chair-- "JOY IN THE MORNING" starring
Richard Chamberlain
Colony - "FORTUNE IN MEN'S EYES"

F~
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Book Theft Called
'Psychological Loss'

Campus

By John Gholdston

~Glances
The tentative schedule for the Mr.
and Miss Elf contest and Mr. Sant.a
Contest for the December 3
Christmas Dance sponsored by the
Village Center is as follows:
.
November 15 · Entry fonns will
be available in the Village Center.
November 19 . Last day for
entering contest.
.
November 22 · . Campcugn
.
managel's meet for discussion of
campaign rules.
·
. .
November 23 - Campa1gnmg
begins.
Novem b er 2" 9 - Vo t•mg st.arts a t

Kiote~ember 1 - Last day of voting.

Any student who fails to find a book on a library shelf when he needs it,
suffers a psychological loss, according to John C. Sanderlin, assistant FTU
Ii brary director.
"The book may be here--it may even be on the shelf-but just in the wronr~llC::~;;il]
place. But the student doesn't care about that," said Sanderlin. "The bool
isn't where he can get to it, so it might as well not exist."
Sanderlin said that there is now
. .
. .
.
no way to tell how many books have he ~,eels he 1s m a do-0r-d1e situation.
been actually stolen within the past . . We frequent)~ . find books,
three years, but even if the figure which ~ave been m1ssmg for months
were immediately available it would appeanng back on the shelf, but they
not reflect the need for the book by have never been checked out,''
the students
Sometimes students t.ake them
GERMAN INSTRUCTOR 1',indley Taylor, at right, describes FTU's
"If there ·are only three books on and b.ring ~hem back, and frequently
a subject which a class of 30 has to they JU st hide the ~oo~, ~~t of place, educational systems to a group of West German School administrators,
teachers and architects who toured campus Monday. The West German
research and one of those three so no one else can fmd 1t.
'
·
S
d
r
·d
th
·
visitors
are touring t.he United St.ates to get "a first hand look at education
books is missing then chances are we
an er m sm
e mam concern
will get 30 req~ests for it, and we of the staff was to get the books in the United States."
must report that it's lost 30 times. back, not who took t~em, or even
That might as well count as 30 lost that they were t~ken. We turn our
b k ,, h
.d
heads somewhat 1f we feel someone
OO s,
e SaJsaid
•
. t
. to bnng
. a b ook b ac k m,
. " he
.
.
Sanderlin
door guards in the is
. rymg

library have been strengthened to try
December 2 - Finalists chosen, to cutd:o;n on ~~me of the losses,
campaigning ends.
but a e that 1 a student. really
December 3 - Christmas Dance · wants to}Wet a borto~ 0 ut, he, wtill finhd
Vote at door.
a way·
e ce run1Y can searc
every student who passes through
the door," he said, "nor can we truly
watch every door in the building."
Sanderlin said that the Library
ral
B .1d. g . b .
d £
or seve
Two or three clerks from ui m is emg use
other
than asanda
Commissioner of Elections
library.purposes
"There other
are classes
Barber's office will be on campus offices on the second floor, and it's
November 16 and 17 to allow impossible to check every one who
students who are 18 or older t.o comes and goes to those classes.
register to vote.
"The use of electronic devices,
According to Student which would register if someone is
Government president Frank walking out of the library with an
San try, arrangements have been un-checked book · has been
made by Lambda Chi Alpha to considered" Sanderl~ added "But
locate the clerks and their books in the cost of such devices and total
the Library lobby for the two days installation acts as a big deterrent?"
they will be on campus.
The library is planning a full
inventory during Christmas break,
"LambdaChiAlphaattemptedto which will be the first inventory
arrange to have books from since the library opened.
Seminole and Brevard Counties on
"It is quite a task," commented
campus at the said time," said Sanderlin, "but it will accomplish
Santry, "but according to State two things. First, we can find out
Attorney General Robert Shevin's how many books we have actually
office, there was a jurisdictional
·
. .
problem involved."
lost, and second, we are switchmg
over the check-out system to use an
Although nothing could be IBM card, rather than the plastic
found specifically prohibiting this
ds Th.
. .
h
t
car .
1s WI11 give us a c ance o
action, neither could anything be make the change in all the volumes."
found allowing it Santry explained.
S d r
"d h f l th t th
'
an er m saI
e ee s a
ere
"They do hope, however, to is very little malicious thievery at the
arrange to have the Seminole County l~brary · "I'm sure that most of i~ is
books brought to Oviedo on those simply a case of the studen~ needing
two days.
the book for an extended time, and

FTU Schedules
Voter Registrarion

Dixie

West German Visitors
Impressed With FTU

sm~'.We

do have a very bad rate of
books being apparently missing,"
said Sanderlin. "Whether tliey are
gone or not, they might as well be, if
the are not on the shelf when they
y d d
are,?ee e .
.
.
We are workmg on trymg .to cut
the losses down, an~ are trymg to
keep the shelves read m order better,
but presently it's a pretty bleak
. t
,, h e. sa1.d. "U
~1c ure,
. ?t"l
1 we move
m~o the entire buildmg, the only
thmgs we on the staff can do to cut
down on th~ problem t~1rn money,
and t?e entire system JS presently
suffenng. ~?m a lack of that
commodi~ ·
.
One bnght spot IS that the new
library cards will require a new type
of identification card, which is
expected to be issued
winter
quarter..The new cards Will be used
by the. library to pro~ the IBM
357 Data ~ollection .system
compu~er, .which acco~ding to
Sander~, will c~~ proc;:essmg errors
almost m half. It will be a very
go~d, ~ost error-free system,
which will cut ~ut the problems
caused by human mput."
The new identification cards wlll
h k
also allow students to c ec out
books from almost any other state
·
·ty l.b
1 rary' ~ d . w ill. .all ow
umversi
students from other umvers1tles to
utilize the FTU library while they
are home on breaks.
"We have great hopes for the oew
system,'' Sanderlin said, "but we are
still going to need student

By Weber Ivy

Two weeks before this writing, 50 West German school administrators,
h
rt· ·
d
h"t t
t th u ·t d St t t
·
eac ers, po I 1c1ans an arc I ec s came o
e m e
a es o view
firsthand examples of the 'educational system in this country and possibly ro
adopt some of its practices when they returned to Germany. They visited
schools in New York, Philadelphia, Washington D.C. and Jacksonville, and
they also toured Cape Kennedy. Before going to Miami, the last stop on theiI
Amencan
· · t our, th ey dec1·ded tha t FTU was an examp1e o f Amencan
·
h"gh
I
er
education worth seeing.
So last Monday morning they
arrived on campus in a chartered bus
and wandered in several groups for
two hours among the Library,
•
General Classroom, Administration
and Engineering Buildings. On hand
to meet them were several advanced · Four of the five Walt Disney
German students, Dr. Ernst World M,adrigal Singers were chosen
Goldstein and Joseph Haiback of the from FTU, but purely by
engineering department, Bill Daum coincidence.
of public information, Bill Morris <:>f
Chosen by Disney World "from
the computer center · and FTU's hundreds of appliCa.nts, Julie
only German instructor, Findley Walker, Mary Lou Rajchel, Rich
Taylor.
McCool and Joe Morrell join Kathy
Cain of Lake Wales and Florida
Much of what was said among the State University in presentations at
people in the groups was, of course, King Stefan's Banquet Hall 01
spoken in German and was not L.b
1 erty Tree Traven, t wo 0 f th E
understood by this reporter, but
new Magic Kingdom's dining spots.
Mrs. Hofferberth,ayoungmotherof
Julie Walker is a music maj01
two traveling with her husband, who siJlct!: alto with the.group·, Mary
k E l" h
d
·d h
t>""
spo e ng is an sm s e was Lou, · an FTU .senior .from . Winte1
impressed with the modern Park, sings second soprano; Rick
appearance of FTU. A native of
Offenbach, near Frankfurt, Mrs. McCool, from.:Atlanta, is. a transfei
Hofferberth commented on one of student from - Georgia Southern
the disputes she and other parents in College, who was chosen after bu
her area face in deciding ijle best way performance at the Miss Florid~
t

n·ISDey p·ICks

FTU students
As SIDgers

!n

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· coo~ratioo~
If"

~e~catefu~tlilfuea

ll:Trant Requests
rp
[
T~morrow's Merchandising /Ex ceed ''7.0
' ' .l. 0 ta
FTU's number of applicants for
grants from January through
Concept....To d ay' .I

hg~~andkeMorr~~an Fro

"In parts of Germany," she said,
"people are trying to decide whether
to keep children in school from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. as they do in your
country, or sending them home at 1
p.m. and freeing them for the rest of
the day, as they do now. Some say
that the extra hours are too hard for
our children; others say they will
learn more in less time by going to
school in the afternoon.

September has exceeded the total
number of grants for all of 1970.
Three weeks ago the lOOth grant
was applied for, and this total has
now increased to 110, according to
Leslie Ellis, dean of Graduate
graduate studies and research.
Applications are sent to sources
outside the university, and these
"A lot of thinking and
include the federal government, experimenting is taking place in our
industry and private foundations. school systems, which is why we
· Although in the past research grants consider this tour of your school
were being sought and fulfilled, Isystems so valuable. We hope to
organizations now are funding more learn from your successes and
tanutes!'
training proin-ams

graduate in music, is leader of the
Madrigal Singers.
The Madrigal Singers were firs1
an idea of ~orge Carroll, Disnej
World's Senior Show Coordinator.
He is now considered one oj
America's authorities on 17th and
18th century music, and was at one
time a member of the Black Watch.
Carroll is also responsible for the
Drum and Fife Corps in Liberty
Square.
The group is directed by Del
Shilling, who has worked out a
program of ca~hes, madrigals and
glees chosen from a book compiled
in the 1 ~?Os called "Catch AE
_Catch Can.

Kappa Tau Dinner
w·11 F·e tur K.
•----------------------, 1
a e _1ng
1

I
I
I
I
. :1
I
I
I

There's a
Pantry Pride Store
Near Vou .... Save At It!.

CALVARY CHOJR
. .ii
....

-

I . RichardKing,.igraduateofFTU,
will speak at the Kappa Tau
I initiation banquet to be h~ld 7: 30
I p.m. Saturday, Nov. 13 at the
I JBavarian Haus in Winter Park .

I'

~ccording to Kappa 1.'au advisor
Dr. M. Timothy O'Keefe, "this will
1be a blunt and frank talk about the
I realities facing the recently
I graduated journalist going out into
the real world, a topic .that should
raise some hackles."
Five people will be initiated into
I
I !Kappa Tau, which is an honorcpy
I
I !journalism and radio-television
11n
.society ,after the banquet.
..,ate: ,.Nov. 8, 1971 (Monday) Time: 7:.00 PMI : Cost of the banquet is $4 per
·I
I ! person. Reservations . may be made
1Place:
sponsored
by:
ICHTHUS
. _ _ _ _ScAud
_______
______
__
_ _ _ _ • .! withO'Keefeorhissecre~before
noon Tuesday.

I
I

1

I·
I

I
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Th;······························i!Formal Sorority Rf!Sh
~ CJ(J~.S
~!~t.~:::~cM!~1 !:!'!!!!!!:!.~h•D•nic

i····························~f

~Q\)~

:

•'Coffee for all women interested in Greek rush. The coffee will be held
November 17 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. to give out information regarding
:'the Greek system and the individual sororities.
~
e1 Dean of Women Carol Wilson will speak to the prospective rushees
•
.
~ .I
·
~
: 'a bout Panhellenic and sorority life. Sorority representation will include 10
'
•
• . I It
•members of each group and there will be no sorority displays or Greek
:
·
:jewelry or clothing.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • •• •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • According to LaDonna Wann, a rushees.-Each girl will attend parties
cochairman of rush, ''the coffee is a given by all four sororities.
Panhellenic activity and will
.Phases II-IV will be held off
MRA
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL
introduce prospective rushees to campus. Phase II will be a casual
skit party on January 10 and 11
Seven men have been elected to
This year the International Club Panhellenic."
The FTU Council for
This
year's
rush
has
been
from 7-8 p.m. and 8: 30-9:30 P·~· ·
serve
a
srepresentatives
of
the
Men's
is
really
"getting
it
together!"
In
· Environment.al Improvement will
hold its first meeting 3 p.m. Residence Association, with 19 per addition to a tutoring service for deferred from October 1to January Rushees may attend all four parties
Monday in GC 11 7. The purpose of cent of the eligible men voting. four foreign languages, the club is in order to allow freshmen a if they receive invitations. Sorority
the council is to allow students to They are Paul R. Adams, Steven now making preparations for sufficient amount of tirrie to get choices will be narrowed down to
participate in solving environmental Boyd, John B. David, Michael production of a Spanish play, "El used to the campus and so that the two after Phase II.
sororities will have a quarter's GPA
On Thursday, Jan. 13, the Phase
problems. Among its goals are the Gallassini, Arthur Haas, Ross Viejo Celoso," by Miguel Cervantes. to work from.
III informal party will be held from
Stuckey
and
Lewis
C.
Jones,
a
for
parts
in
the
play
were
Tryouts
establishment of an on-campus
£
sh il1 b . 7-8 p.m. and 8: 30-9: 30 p.m.
R · tr t·
held Tuesday. The play is scheduled
solid waste recycling station and write-in candidate.
aftereg~ea
~~s:i:
br:ak f~~~ . Preferential parties will be Friday
The
dean's
office
has
checked
for production some time in spring
the annual celebration of Earth
3-7.
Cost
will
be $2 and mght from 7:8 p.m. and 8: 30-9: 30
January
the
eligibility
of
each
and
has
quarter.
Dr.
Armando
Payas
will
Day.
registration is scheduled to be held p.m. . Dress . is .after-five and the
determined that they are all eligible direct the present.ation.
· th L'b
t th Ki 0 sk
par-ties will be followed by
to serve as represent.atives.
m e 1 rary or a
e
preference signing at FTU. Rusheef?
•
KAPPA TAU
The first annual get-together for
WRA
Rush parties will occur during will then rank the four sororities in
the club will be a pot-luck dinner to the week of January 9-14. Phase I order of preference.
Kappa Tau, the journalism honor
The Women's Residence be held at the Winter Park Village will be an ice-water tea held on
Bids will be released on
society, will hold its fall quarter Association recently elected the Apartments Clubhouse on Saturday, campus from 3-5: 30 p.m. This Saturday, Jan. 15 at noon in the
initiation banquet Saturday, Nov. following representatives: Brenda Nov. 13 at 6 p.m. A variety of series of parties is mandatory for all Dean of Women's office. ·
13 at the Bavarian Haus Rest.aurant Bailey, Jill Clabaugh, Patsy Hume, international dishes will be served.
in Winter Park.
Connie Phillips, Sigrid Tidmore, Admission is 50 cents. A party will
. 'l
'''.i ,.,
, -~
...; / / I ..
Richard King, a recent graduate Betsy Vabulas and Landy Watson. follow the dinner, and tickets may
~
. : ·.
of FTU and news director at radio Janet Vickeris is WRA president.
be purchased in AD 395.
station WKIS will be the banquet's
featured speaker. King will speak on
college preparation for work in the
"real" world.
All students and faculty
members are welcome to attend;
for further information contact Dr.
M. Timothy O'Keefe at 275-2681
or Osler Johns at 422-1553. All
persons who plan to attend the
banquet must contact O'Keefe
before noon Tuesday .
•

~
•

.

r

1

:

~~

.PHYSICS SOCIETY

FTU' s Physics Society will
present an exhibit at -the
Instrument Society of America
Convention at Cocoa Beach Sunday
and Tuesday.
Scott Campbell will present a
holography demomtration while .
Bruce Stockton and Mike Berman
will present a demonstration of
transmitting music via a laser beam.
Stockton will also demonstrate a
Faraday cell laser modulation
DR. WALDRON McLellon, professor of civil engineering, presents
system.
award to Barry Greenstein, last year's president of the FTU chapter of
Other demomtrations by the the American Society of Civil Engineers. The award, a 40-year-old pin
Physics Society will include the belonging to associate professor Gerald C. Ward, was given to
peculjar
of light
Greenstein
at _
a meeting
month.
scattering properties
off objects
with _
____
_ _ _ last
___;..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- refractive indices the same as their
surroundings. Jim Pratt and Bob
Wishoff constructed this exhibit.
The exhibits will be open to the
public on Tuesday from 10 a.m. to
9 p.m. and on Thursday from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Atlantis Beach
Motel in Cocoa Beach.
The Physics Society will also be
p r e s e n t i n g a s er i es 0 f
demonstrations to physics and
science students at high schools
l'lcated in the Central Florida area.

BIOLOGY CLUB

The_ Biology Club has elected the
foll~wmg office~s: Bob Pohl~d,
presi~ent; Conme. Ohlman, vice
president; Maxme Skalsky,
secretary, and B~n Gray, treasur~r.
The next ·meetmg of the clu~ will
be held 11 a.~. November 16 m SC
33~. Plans wi~l be m~de for future
outmgs at this. meetmg. All new
members and mterested students
are invited to join the fun.

CHESS CLUB

The Chess Club will meet 7 p.m.
Monday in GC 104. Last week the
club received $50 from Student
Government for the purcbase of
chess clocks. These will be used for
tournaments in upcoming quarters.
Members who have not paid their
dues are requested to bring them
this week.

Campus
~Glances
COFFEEHOUSE

PART-TIME LATE FEE
All part-time students who
register late will be subject to a late
assessment of $10, beginning in
winter quarter. Late full-time
registrants will still be . assessed a
$25 late fee. To avoid the late fee
assessment students must register
fully and pay all fees by January 7.

Seven performers are entertaining
at the Coffeehouse tonight· at 10 in
the Multi Purpos~ Room of the
Village Center.
Keith Fenwick, Linda Hoover,
John Anderson and Bob Gibson,
individual folksingers, are appearing
with Bert and Sue, a folk duet, and
Dick Brunning, pianist, for tonight's
program.

Gifts Of ArtisiS
Marathon Umtes
Recently on the Indian .River in
New Smyrna Beach two large
painting~ were mounted on boats
and sailed across the ·water by the
wind. "Marathon Scorpio," a
coming together of the gifts of Dr.
Walter Gaudnek, assistant professor
of art, and Steve Lotz, acting
chairman of the art department,
spawned the two paintings from
images of sun; winds, water and days
without sleep.
Dedicated to George Caleb
Bingham, a 19th century American
painter, "Marathon Scorpio" did
two things: it not only brought two
artists together, but it also reminded
them and viewers of how beautiful
unlittered sand, clear skies and clean
water are. This second purpose is
what made the dedication to George
Caleb Bingham appropriate, for that
artist also held Nature in reverence.
This is not the first art marathon
by Gaudnek and Lotz, and others
will probably follow. Lotz said, "We
have found a way to retain our
individual styles and yet still create a
unified statement. The process and
the results have been very gratifying
and point the way to more and larger
activities." Gaudnek added, "I've
always envied actors and musicians
who work together very much like a
football team. I've always had the
desire to do the same in painting. Pm
not me, rm us."

There are velours, and
there c;ire · Hat~away velou~s
A few years back everybody and his brother
was making velour sport shirts-all with the
quality of a paper kite. And, predictably, the
bottom fell out of the market.
Well, men still like velour for Fall and Winter. It's good looking. It's warm. But they want
quality velours. And that's why Hathaway is
reviving them.
Come in and run your hand over this fabric. Turn back the collar and the placket and
cuffs. Inspect the precise and finicky w·orkmanship. Hathaway has . never turned out a
shoddy product and never will. Come see for
yourself.
$22.
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Civitan's

Halloween Dance, 1971

"MY GOSH, fve created a monster!"

"WONDER BREAD helps build strong bodies 12 ways."

Photos by David Leitner
"LIGHT FIRE on lnjun chief and fair squaw."
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of the fraternity. Another first was
scored this past Sunday when, for
the first time ever, the brothers
defeated the pledge class by a score
of 19-0..
.
A delegation of PAE brothers
Last Friday the brothers and
and little sisters attended the Sigma pledges gathered together for an
Alpha Epsilon Province Convention evening of fellowship and song.
last week in Boca Raton. The host Saturday night they and guests
for the Province was the Sigma gathered at the home of Li'l Sister
Alpha Chi fraternity, a local group Kerry Wrisley for a Halloween
at Florida Atlantic University.
Party. All wore costumes and had a
Saturday Phi Alpha Epsilon was great time. The pledge class
unanimously accepted as a colony presented the Li'l Sisters with
of SAE. The Council -picked FTU corsages. Monday night the
for the 1972 Province Convention brothers pledges and Li'l Sisters
which will be held during spring had a di~ner at the cafeteria.
The 'pledge class is proud to
quarter. The Phi Alpha's will be the
host fraternity. Thanks go to the announce their class sweetheart,
"Palmeroys" for their hospitality. Cindy Osborne, a junior at FTU.
A party will be held tomorrow Also, the brothers are proud to
night to celebrate colonization. A announce a new Li'l Sister, Linda
Halloween party was held last McDermott, a freshman.
Sunday night at brothers Jack
The brothers congratulate Jim
Stacey's and Dan H~dges' house. ,Costello, who was elected president
The brothers and little sisters really of the junior class, and Rick
· 'had a gieat time. ·
·
Schultz, elected governor of the
Chris Johansen gets the EHA College of Business Administration.
award this week for his outstanding The Histor Fred Carter, has
display of Motorcross at the party. announced that he will soon unveil
Last Friday little sister Kathy yet undisclosed plans for national
Laut.en had a birthday party at her installation weekend.
apartment and Monday night the
Tekes placed first in Greek
brothers, pledges and little sisters competition this past week in Cross
got together and partied at the Country. Congratulations go out to
GRI.
Kevin Murphy, Mike Murdock,
The Phi Alpha's wish John Mike Walker and Dale Wise for a
Bryant a rapid recovery upon his ime showing.
return home after- a week in the
Today the pledge class will go
hospital. Congratulations to him against the ATO pledge class in
and his wife Judy on the birth of football.
their daughter.

This past week was a great one
for football all around for the
brothers. TKE 1 beat Delta Tau
Delta, 26-0. Scorers were Fred
Carter, Don Jacobs, Johnny
Johnson and Dave Sebastian. Mike
Murdock had two interceptions and
Rick McClellan had one as the Teke
defense was tough again. TKE II
rewrote the record books by
beating Lambda Alpha Epsilon
19-6. Mike Utz, the Bobby Douglas
of FTU, threw for three
touchdowns, two to Larry
Mccorkle and one to Rick Schultz.
This marks the first legal win by a
TKE II football team in the history

The Zetas are sponsoring a picnic
in honor of the brothers and
pledges of Pike Sunday at Wekiwa
Springs from 1-4 p.m. The sisters
are supplying the dinner, which will
consist of fried chicken, salads,
deserts and drinks. Sisters are
reminded of the Zeta Picker
practice Sunday at 7 p.m.
Members of Zeta Tau Alpha
spent last Saturday cataloging
records at WFTU radio and have
been invited back for a return
engagement tomorrow. Cataloging
will take place beginning at 10 p.m.
at the radio station offices.

Union Park Texaco
10531 E. Colonial DFive
(Front of Winn Dixie)
·Service Calls, Brake work,
Tune-up, Pre-inspection

season.
A party at Brother Bill Ricke's
for the little sisters is on tap for
tonight.
Don't forget November 16 and
The ATO football team won the 17. Those are the days LXA is
Greek intramurals competition. bringing Dixie Barber to campus for
This makes the second year in a voter registration·.
row that the ATO's have won in
football.
Yearbook pictures will be taken
1 p.m. Sunday at the house.
There is a party this afternoon at
4 P-~· for prospectiv~ little_ s~sters.
The Delt.a Sigma Pi Halloween
All girl~ who _would like.to ~om the Party was a howling success. It was
ATO httle sISter orgamzat10n are well attended, and many original
invited. "Tea and Crumpets" will and gruesome costumes were worn
be served. .
.
. by brothers, pledges and guests.
There wtll be a Tri-Delta social
The next function will be a
next Wednesday at 4 p.m. at the professional function on next
house.
Saturday. This will be a chartered
All brothers who want to have bus trip to Busch Gardens and will
the seafood social on. Saturday of be an all day excursion.
ne~t month. are remmd~d to get
Congratulations are extended -to
therr money m~ Tams Wilson.
Bill Griffith and John Beck for
Congratulations go to the their election to senior vice
members of the College Bowl team president and vice president of the
who placed in the Brain Bowl.
Team members were Louis pledges.
Rotundo, John Speer, Marc Scala,
Greg Gavel and Jim Fortune.
There are several new service
projects being prepared for fall
quarter. Mike Holloway has taken
The brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi
over the service committee
folloWing the resignation of Jim would like to thank the little sisters
for a fantastic Halloween Party last
Montgomery Saturday night. Everyone had a
great time and can,t wait until the
girls throw another big bash.
Sunday is the quarterly cookout
and sports day. Pledges will
barbecue the chickens, fix the salad
The brothers of Lambda Chi and provide the drinks. Lunch will
Alpha are busy finalizing plans and be at 2 p.m. and a brother-pledge
raising money for their November football game will follow at 4 p.m.
28 charter banquet. Tomorrow the
Congratulations to the Brain
brothers and associate members are Bowl team for the victories over
painting houses to raise the Teke and Tyes. The team has
remaining funds.
.
advanced to the semi-finals.
Last Sunday night the brothers
~
~1·
1·
held the final black ball session on
J,
the associate members. All passed
'
and are looking forward to the
November 19 initiation.
Tomorrow the new members and
Practice for the three volleyball brothers of AK.Pi will attend a
teams started this week. Things are retreat together to discuss,
beginning to shape up and all are brainstorm and generally talk about
looking forward to a successful the fraternity. Alumnus Larry

..........

~

mri-Jllelfa

Tri-Delta would like to extend a
.warm thank-you to TRID Lambda
Chi Alpha Fraternity for the social
last Friday. It was enjoyed by all
sisters.
The Delta D&rlings just finished
their last volleyball game.

............

•

Ph. 273-1787

6am · llpm

'l!:::;:::::::========================================::::!.I

_.__:-:-;.;-:.---------~-~=---------. ,

Ann Irwin
South
custom and casual clothes .
•>

This past Saturday night, the
annual Kappa Sigma Halloween
party took place with · many
unusual costumes malting the scene.
Congratulations go to Lee
Constantine and Bill Massaker for
having the best costumes.
The brothers are looking forward
to the pledge-brother football game
to be played today at the Aloma
Elementary School Bowl. The
pledges are urged to show up.
All brothers are urged to attend
the meeting Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Elections for next year's officers
will be held. The meeting will be
formal and will be held in LR 240.

--TEXACO- ·

Lube/oil change w/filter, fron.t wheel bearin~s
packed just $7.55 & Jax,,

________

l!1J

Roberts will allow the Pikes to use
bis Wekiwa Springs cabin for the all
night gathering. On Sunday the
Zetas will entertain the Pikes at the
Springs fo'r a picnic social.
Colonization seems to be coming
at the end of this quarter for the
Pikes. A local fraternity at VJC will
also be colonized Pi Kappa Alpha,
giving two colonies in Orlando and
a feeder chapter to the FTU
chapter.
The Pikes wound up the football
season disappointed but with the
realization they had been fully
initiated into the the seven man
flag league. On Thµrsday brothers
and Pikettes went to Disney World
together using the free tickets given
them for participating in the
opening parade.

•
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Soccer May Discontinue
TeaID
Decid~ohgQmfoday

~~~--;;;::=~~-FateOf

FTU soccer may soon be a university sport of the past because only a
ver:y small handful of players care one way or the other about its future.
' Of the 22 students that tried out for soccer at the beginning of the fall
quarter, two dropped out at the beginning of the fall quarter, two dropped
out at the beginning and five left the team gradually as the season
progressed.
.
.
One of the five was considered by soccer ~ill be contmued a~ FTU
captain Bob Steadman as being the af~r thIS fall will be detennm~d at
best player on the team. He played this meeting. Anyone who has
forward, and left because there was played soccer, or W'ho would like to
no "team spirit." Others found that le~ are. urgently asked to attend
playing intramural sports for their thIS meeting.
fraternities or independent leagues
Tomorrow the FTU Soccer Team
was . more important than takes on St. Leo College at St. Leo.
representing FTU in soccer.
The meet begins at 2 p.m.
The FTU soccer program needs
men and needs them now. According
to Steadman, the Soccer Knights
have lost all four of its games so far
this season because of a lack of
experienced alternate players for
substitutions whenever thev are
IS SOCCER ON WAY OUTMtlooksasthough the .
student interest is shown. More players and sideline needed. "In our last game igainst
slowly fading sport of FTU soccer may diminish
support are n1:teded for the team to survive. Tomorro~ Shelton College, I played out the
aftemoonFTUvs.St.Leoat2 1>.m.
~ntire game because any
completely by the end of this quarter unless more
(Photo b Ike 8 ino ) substitutions made would have just
Four of FTU's best weightlifters
left for Chatanooga last Wednesday
to compete in the All-Southern
_
_
soccer lacks the one ~iving element Championship Meet to be held at the
that leads teams to victor:y. That University of Tennessee's gym.
Representing FTU will be
element is student support. In many BARRY LENZ a 123-pound lifter
01
who placed first in this year's
·
ranked the number one or two game Sou th eastern Power Meet.
By Shelby Strother
of the athletic program, sidelines are FARRELL BYRD, a 132-pound
lifter, has placed high in both the
Pistol Pete Maravich, now a participant rises up t o heights he has
withd screaming, spirited Florida Sta t e Olympic
tud
Apath y strikes deep in the hearts filled
professional basketball player, says, never reached before as the crowd of athletes. If nobody cares to come s ents an cheerleaders to give
"Man, when I see and hear a crowd, roots him on.
out and watch them, it often -ebbs support.
1. Here at FTU basketball,
something happens inside me, I get
But, on the other hand, ther"""" i· s th em to sub-par performances.
wrest mg and an occasional
ski-high and really want to put on a also something about a hollow
U apathy affects the pros, it tears intramural
football game will bring
t
show forth em."
empty ballpark that takes a little out up t he amateurs. And this is my ou ba group of students large enough ·
As great as he is playing of a player. The Washington point. Here at FTU, we have a new toh e termed a crowd. As far as
basketball, he is not unique in his Senators major league baseball team sports program. Most of our sports c eerleaders
· go, this writer has not
f eelings. 'Ibere is a little bit of ham in found this out this past season. h aven ,t reached varsity status yet. seen
one
smce
f last spring.
Th.
all athletes. Everyone loves that Several times during the year they
is a temoon at 5 p.m. a
spotlight. The roarofthecrowdstirs played before "crowds" of less than But we have many good athletes. meeting of the soccer team will be
even the coldest of hearts. That's 300. Denny McLain, former Who knows how much better they held to 1eorganize the club and to
right, even Joe Namath admits his 31-game winner, lost more than 20 could be if someone would come out recruit new members. The meeting
first love is football, and he would games this year for the Senators. Big and cheer for them. The other day will be held in room 154 of the
rather score on the field than off it. Frank Howard hit like a person half the soccer club had a game with · Village Center. Whether or not
There is nothing like a packed his size and ability. And Curt Flood Shelton College. A handful of people W
l
Championship and the Flo1ida
stadium or gymnasium to bring out couldn't even wait out the season. showed up.Soccerisoneofthemost
rest ers To Take On College Olympic Championship.
exciting games in the world to BJC In Practice Meet GEORGE REGEN will compete iri
the. best in athletes. Often a sports Heskippedoffto<?>penhagen.

Four Lifters
To Enter
Tenn. Meet

Athlet-es Say Roar Of Croywpd. ~~:rth:nsco~:te::::::ea::
•
A
I
w
•
•
G
B1g sset n 1nn1ng ·a mes ~~C:eu~~:!:~e!~~~:r: ~~~~:n~

~-------------------~~-~----~~.Andoo~~aG~a
damn, FTU, back your teams. The
basketball team is playing ·some
big-time schQols this season. The
team is really good and they won't
be embarrassed by any team this
year. Don't embarrass them by not
showing up.
,

LEROY
WHO?

CCC

The FTU Wrestlers will hold a
practice meet against Brevard
Community College tomorrow at 10
a.m. The meet will be held at Lawton
Elementary School in Oviedo and is
open to anyone interested in
catchi~g a .snea~ pre~iew of the
Wrestlmg Knights m actmn.

~ffi5~~~~~~~~

third in this year's Southeastern
Championship. HARVEY NEWTON
will be pressing 242 pounds in the
upcoming meet.
According to weightlifter-wrestler John Rouse, all the major college
and professional weightlifters in the
south will be represented in this
imoortant meet.

Now that I've entrenched myself ~~~~::m::=::I:~:::"?:~=:~w::::r:::::::~~:::;:;:~::~:::=:::~::::~~=:~);m~s.:-;:~::~:~:~:::B::?-::f:..
on the soap box, I have one more
POOL HOURS
.,,_,_,_,_,_,.,,_,,Alf.
thing to get off my back. I can't
~
'
think of many . harder jobs in the
Beginning Monday FTU pool '
world than officiating a sports event. hours will be changed to 2-5 p.m. ~ .
.~

SUBSCRIBE -

~~-------------------------~ , ~~are~ee~~is50~~~M~-lli~~~~.fu~..
hours 011 Saturday and Sunday will ~
(Co.ntinued On Page 11)

be 1.4 p .m.

,.,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,

Zales Custom
Class Rings

,,,
CAMPING & CANOE CENTER

-~~
~

.,_I

- East-Central Florida.s Equipment & Supply Headquarters
for
CAMPERS - HIKERS·· CANOEISTS
We specialize in outfitting Hikers, Backpackers and Cyclists
o Backpacks by Gerry, Kelty and Camp Trails
o Rucksacks by LaFuma and Millet
o Tyrolean "Waffle-Stomper" Hiking Boots
o Wigwam hiking socks and knit caps
o Lightweight down sleeping bags
o Freeze-dried Trail Foods - Wide selection
o Rain suits and ponchos
o Lightweight Nylon and Poplin tents
o Lanterns, stoves and cookware
o Books on camping, hiking and nature study
o Campipg knives, saws and axes
o Canoes by Old Town, Grumman, Seminole
o Kayaks by Hans Klepper and Old Town
1426 LAKE DRIVE COCOA
(305) 632-3070
Tues. thru Sat. 9:30 to 5:30-Thurs. Eve. till 8:30
Closed Sun. & Mon.
Take S.R. 520, tum left at first traffic light east of
1-95, then right at next light

" .,

....... .
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STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
Custom style your ring with the school name,
on the base and with a design or plain setting for the stone.
Choose the stone in your school color, birthstone. block onyx,
or a diamond. Oh yes, we'll engrave your initials, too .

PIN£Ht~

.

CE~

~

...
•

'I
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Stadiunl Motocross Is
World Of Bikes And Men

In international competition the
heats are 30 minutes long with 30
minutes between heats. The course is
closed circuit track three-fourth to
11h miles long, usually with every
conceivable natural hazard to the
riders. Motocross requires a rare
combination of speed, courage,
balance and stamina, which must
always be coupled with a
mechanically perfect machine. If a
potential winner misses just one race
of the series, he will have very little
chance of regaining his lead for the
world title.
This Sunday, the eighth meet of
the 10-event, $110,000 Trans-AMA
series will be in St. Louis, Mo. The
nurse there will be $10,000.

By BRAD FULLER

•

MGtocross is the second most
popular spectator sport in the world,
and probably each of the more than
- - 17 ,500 people .who witnessed the
$8,500 purse races at the Orlando
Sports Stadium Sunday can tell you
why.
There were two classes of bikes
•racing Sunday; the 500cc
International racers competing for
points applying to the World
Championship . title, and the 250cc
support class, ~ompeting for points
applying to the trans-AMA National
Championship title.
On a television interview prior to
the race, Sylvain Geborers of
11111 · ll!Bmr · - - - - - Belgium predicted that he would win
I,
• - - · the 500cc class and that Heikki
·-~L..
:Mikkola of Finland would be
- - - - - - - - - number two. This would be the
Ull!t:'_,l 1
ff
· • conditions they were both used to.
- - - · '. lamll
_.._
When the dust cleared after the
~
third heat, the Belgian was right. In
_·
•-

r--..........--...- •

... --.·

I..

._.

---.----Mii

Golfers Set Up
the first heat he moved up from a that slight lead. throu~h the last ~rn
Qualifying Bouts
third place start to easily finish first and mto the fimsh straight. The third
in the 30-minute race. The second
race, however, was the most hotly
contested of the day as 26-year-old
Geboers held the sixth place position
after the first lap.
After ten minutes he had worked
his Suzuki into third and by the end
of 20 minutes only Mikkola and his
Husqvarna remained between
Sylvain and the finish line. On the
final lap, Mikkola held just a slight
lead and then the two riders
dropped out of sight of the judging
tower. As. the. two bikes exploded
over the high Jump, Geboers passed
Mikkola in the air and maintained

SEE: TWO MULES
FOR SISTER
SARAH
FRI •. 8:15
SUN. 7:00

Last cl Quarter

race gave the Belgian a first lap lead
which he never relinquished.
Geboers had . e!ltered ~he
Trans-AMA International event with
just a 3_6-point lead over the s~co~d
place rider on the world crrcmt,
Torleif Han seen of Sweden,
sponsored' by Husqvarna: Geboers
w~ked away Sunday with 2,116
P?mts and $1,300: ~thoug~ Hanse_n
picked up no a?dit10nal pomts thIS
weekend, he still holds the second
place point total of 1,630, while
separate heats. The length of the
heats vary with the classes of bikes.

After Movie

COFFEE HOUSE
FRI. 10-.1

The FTU Golf Team has
scheduled qualification rounds for
next Thursday, and Friday, at a local
golf course to determine the six .
starters for the following week's
match.
The golf team will be practicing
throughout the following weeks for
these qualifiying rounds. Any
member unable to make the 11 a.m.
meeting Tuesday in the Engineering
Building. 109 can call Durry Howard
at 645-1894 to be assigned a ·
foursome and starting time for the
qualifying round.

THE LAST TWO
MOVIES OF THE
FALL QUARTER
HAVE BEEN
CANCELLED.
WATCH FOR
WINTER QUARTER

TRY US ONCE
YOU'LL COME BACK FOR MORE.

God
•
IS

.hope.
God·
•

IS

now.

OFF THE WALL-Every vollyball
champ has to start somewhere, and
FTU's own Patsy Hume is no
exception. These series of candid
photos taken by Chuck Seithel show
Miss Hume practicing before a recent
game.

THE MAN
What was he like?

!!~~'?~

~&t-CI
~
adY•'11ltr\9Cctr1Ulbut<td
lot lheoubhCOOOd

JESUS

A Discussion ·
Dorm C Lounge lOPM
Each Tuesday Night
S on sored By: Universit

Christian Students

IT'S YOUR KtND OF RADIO

.......,.

I

Novem~
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ROAR

fore

Jhtdids <(if lye ~ptt rb

AM POCKET RADIO
-

Operates on one 9-volt battery
Direct dial tuning
Wide-range dynamic speaker
Includes battery, canying case

YOURS! For only

$4·95

Model lll3

HANDY "SHIRT-POCKET"
PORTABLE RADIO
or listening fun wherever you go
- Complete with 9-volt battery
I - Private listening earphone
- And handsome black simulated
leather carrying case

$5·45

By LARRY McCORKLE
After eight weeks of Saturday afternoon collisions, there still remain 10
college football teams with unblemished records.
Three of the teams, Alabama, Auburn and Georgia, represent the
Southeastern Conference. Alabama has LSU, Miami and Auburn left to play,
while Auburn must play Mississippi State and Georgia before the big game
with Alabama on Novem her 27. Georgia appears to have the best chance at an
undefeated season, having to play Florida, Auburn and Georgia Tech.
The nation's number one and two teams, Nebraska and Oklahoma,
represent the Big-B. Nebraska appears to have the better balanced team on
paper with a game-controlling offense and a solid defense (third in the nation
in fewest points scored upon). Oklahoma has given up 133 points this season
defensively, but with an offense averaging 47 ppg, Coach Chuck Fairbanks
h:-s little to worrv about.
One of these two will bite the dust on Thanksgiving Day. My guess?° Any
football expert will tell you the basis of a good football team is a rock-hard
defense, but in Oklahoma's case I think you have to make an exception. I
don't think anyone can out-offense Oklahoma in one game, and despite
losing the ball five times on fumbles, the Sooners still managed to roll up 48
points. Oklahoma's opponents usually end up running wind sprints against
the Sooners' Greg Pruit or Joe Wylie· and in most cases, losing.
Michigan is an awesome team - offensively and defensively. But the
Wolverines still have that obstacle of Ohio State in the last game of the season.
Cornell and Dartmouth, a couple oflvy Leaguers, still remain undefeated.
These two teams will meet on November 13, and I think that Dartmouth's
tP.i>m effort will defeat a one-man Cornell team consisting of Ed Marinaro.
Toledo (ho-hum) will once again play in the Tangerine Bowt as
Mid-American Conference champions. A rinky-dink conference for sure, but
don't let that fool you. Toledo could play in an conference in the nation and
come out a winner. Quarterback Chuck Ealey, who has been a winner
through 61 straight high school and collage games, guides the Rocket offense.
Penn State remains the only unbeaten independent and the Nittany Lion's
schedule shows why · Air Force, West Virginia, and Tennessee are the only
toughies on the schedule.
Last week's poor showing (13 out of 18) dropped my percentage to 81.
Now, for this week:
Florida 28, Georgia 27
The Gators are hurting physically but they still have not given up. Mike
Rich, Gator fullback from Dublin, Ga., always saves his best game of the year
for the annual classic in Jacksonville's Gator Bowl The Gators won't be able
to move consistantly on the ground. Alvarez has been hot and cold all year,
and if the sequence continues. he's due this week. Another factor. Georgia's
first eight opponents have been primarily running teams while the Gators
must move the ball through the air.
Alabama 24, LSU 13
Alabama's wishbone will be slowed for the f11st time this year, but Musso
will control the ball enough for the Crimson Tide to win.
I

FM/AM
PORTABLE RADIO
- Operates on a single 9-volt batte
- Receives both AM and FM
broadcasting
- Telescopic Rod Antenna for FM
- Slide Rule tuning
- FM/ AM slide band. switch
- Carrying case, earphone and
battery included
- Size 3%" x 6Y2" x Ph"
- Color: black

$13·95
Model 2217

And in other games:
Air Force over Oregon; Arizona State over Brigham Young; Arkansas over
Rice; Army over Rutgers; Auburn over Mississippi State; Texas over Baylor;
Colorado over Kansas; Cornell over Brown; West Virginia over Duke;
Houston over Memphis State; Vanderbilt over Kentucky; Ohio State over
Michigan State; Miami over North Carolina State; Minnesota over
Northwestern; North Carolina over Oemson; Notre Dame over Pittsburgh;
Michigan over Iowa; O~ahoma over Missouri; Penn State over Maryland;
Southern Ca} over Washington State; Tennessee over South Carolina;
Stanford over UCLA; Ole Miss over Tampa.

(Continued from Page 1)

cent right. Someone always
disagrees.
Bill Klem, former American
league baseball umpire, once said,
"It . is a shame that the best
·~ . :./{'i~~
compliment I can receive 1s the
ri'i' · .'· ··· 1
silence of the crowd.,, It is a shame.
,-~
t':r
".. , ; 't.· •'-\'.
,~. '1:..-:..
"Kill the ump" is a familiar battle
1
~llllilllli•llil•::ui=::::;:::!:~lliiliilL5 cry. There is nothing so American
about booing. On televisic last
week there was a baseball game
I between the Baltimore Orioles and
the Tokyo Giants of Japan. The ·
game itself wasn't so unusual. It was
the fans. They didn't boo the the
Sigma Delta Psi, FTU's honorary
umpire.
athletic achievement fraternity, is
Their reasoning is that of respect.
offering charter membership to They respect him as a person and
students who can complete a series realize he is trying to do his best.
of athletic tests to begin next Friday
How un-American.
on the Intramurals football field.
I'm not saying that umpires
Now,
The first tests will be held from 3
are hot without sin. Referees are
to 5 p.m., and qualifications may be
really filmost human. At least after
attempted for the following events:
the game, anyway. And more than
shot put, baseball throw, football
once I have lost my composure on
punt, front handspring, handstand close calls and razzed the referee,
and, if time permits, 100-yard swim. even from my spot in front of the
No more than three events may television set.
be attempted by one person during
But when you go to a sporting
one day, although in each event, event, and disagree with a judgment,
three trails may be made.
Additional information may be refrain from m&king mention of the
:>btained by calling the lntramurals referee's heritage or mental capacity.
:>ffice and Ken Renner at 275-2408. Keep it merely to his visual ability.
And let him have it once, then forget
it.

NEWS

Athletic Fraternity
OffersMembership

Bombers vs. ATO
In 1st Playoff Game
By BROADWAY BEAR

This week the story centers on
the Bombers, last year's defending
champions. The Bombers are now in
first place in the gold division with a
perfect 6-0 record, and have won the
right to meet ATO in the first round
of the playoffs. Last week the
Bombers played three games. They
defeated 23, 27 -0, All Stars 13-0,
and the Sweat Hogs 28-6.
The most important of these
victories, was the 23 game, as 23 was
tied with the Bombers for first place

Last Week's Results:

··~

Your laundry WASHED, DRIED
and FOLDED with special attention to Wash & Wear items.

~

S14DCER

22~ I

Infor"!al Contemporary
Dinnerware and
Table Accessories

lb.

13-0
20-12
19-19
20-0

27-0
40-6
Sweat Hogs over LAE
20-6
PAE overLXA
6-6
Mavericks vs Mafia Tie
TKE B over Spinning Wheels
forfiet
2,6-6
23 over LAE
34-6
All Stars over TKE B
27-0
Bombers over 23

Bombers over All Stars
SSX over AKP
TEPvsAKP
Tie
Primos over Theta Sgma
Bombers over Sweat Hogs
G DI over Gods Children
LAE over Spinning Wheels
TKE over DTD

lmportantnote:PatMcCarty,PAE's
fine passer has set a school record, a

79-yd. TD pass to Billy (Jack)
Spillman.

• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 23 over Spinning Wheels

WE CAN SOLVE YOUR
LAUNDRY PROBLEMS

in their division. In the 23 game,
Mead caught three touchdown
passes thrown by Jerry Webb, while
Smith also caught a touchdown pass.
The Bombers have a strong
defense, and haven't given up many
points this season. They have also
been playing without the services of
Alan Levasque, a two-way
preformer, who separated his
shoulder earlier in the season. Alan
has told me, however, that he plans
to be back in time for the playoffs.

28-6

44-12
forfeit
26-0

(7-pound minimum)
CHINA

STAINLESS

Denby
Arzberg

Lauffer
Gense
Georg Jensen
Gerber

Block
Villcroy & Boch

SOLID STATE DIGITAL

AM/FM CLOCK RADIO
Modern, Easy to Read
Slim Line design
'
- Automatic, digital clock with
buzzer or music alarm
- Rotary tuning dial
- Switichable AFC for crisp, FM
- Built-in AM/FM antenna
- High impact walnut grain
plastic case
- U.L. approved

Mikasa

. Rorstrand
Iron Mountain
Mancioli
Ernestine
Arabia

*'10% student discount on Wed.
& Thur.

littala
Milnor

Courac
Centrum

Two locations in Winter Park :
THE PRADO

NORGETOWN
· COIN
LAUNDRY

333 Park Avenue North
647-0969

SEMORAN VILLAGE
Hwy. 436 and Aloma Ave.

SEMORAN VILLAGE
Shopping Center
Corner of 436 and Aloma
Winter Park

Take it out
or eat with usl

?11.e.,,.

GLASSWARE

·DELI
HOUSE

OELICATf:SSEN•SANOWICl-4 SMCP

featuring

HOMEMADE

SOUPS • SANDWICHES

e SALADS

hot cuban .........75
hot pastrami ......•70
corned beef . .......70
Bar-B-Oue
beef or pork ......65
ham ..............60
ham & cheese .......65

SEMORAN VILLAGE

$29·95

ALOMA AT 436

Model 3417

671-3181

WINTER PARK_, FLORIDA
10 AM· 8 PM

New Owners· Dana and Mike Winn

george
'lstuart
CHIC«WITH

AIterations,
Seam.stress Work,
Tailoring and
Dressmaking
done on

133 East Robinson
Orlando, Florida

CUSTOM CLEANING AND FINISHING

The Green Eagle
GOLF & TENNIS SHOP

"

.
671-3336
Sportswear Equipment
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS

SEMORAN VILLAGE
ALOMA AT 436

WINTER PARK.

Aloma & Hwy. 436

(Behind Frisch's)

Winter Park
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By John the

Good~

.
Resident Seer

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
You will contract a fatal
headache tonight. It will spoil
your weekend.

Don't harm any small bugs
today, if you can help it. One
will be of great assistance to you
later, wh~n you discover your
sinuses need clearning out.

AQUARIUS:
You will finally get enough
money this evening for that
world cruise you have been
waiting for all your life; you will:
sail off the edge and become
famous by proving that the
world is truly flat, and the
flat-earth society was right.
PISCES:
Avoid trimming nosehairs this
week. Train them to form a
good mustache and hope that
you don't get a cold. Nosehairs
are good for you.
ARIES:
Sit down, stupid. Your
ignorance shows more while you
are standing. Keep your mouth
closed or lose what friends you
have left . Get some new glasses
with heavier frames-they hide
more of your face.
TAURUS:
You could use a new pair of
shoes. In fact, you could use a
pair of shoes. How long do you
think that you can get by with
just polishing your feet?
GEMINI:
You could be a great and
respected leader of men. You,
however, will fight the urge and
follow, and will someday march
into the sea.

·

VIRGO:

CANCER:
That's a nasty cough you've
developed. That's what you get
for riotous living. The cough will
settle in your knees and will
develop into cancer. They will
name a new type of cancer after
you and your sign. Nonee
Cancer. ' It will be a smashing
success.

LIBRA:
If you could draw you might
be a good artist. You have the
temperment and the lack of
patience for it. I have met better
tempered paste-pots in my day.
lt's no wonder your mother
moved out last month.
SCORPit':
Whenever you sing, it ·comes
out like "The Battle Hymn of
the Republic." That's not
necessarily bad, mind you, but it
is monotonous; Try to diversify
and branch out this weekend.
Your fellow church-goers and .I
will be appreciative.

SAGI'ITARIUS:
The winner of next year's
Miss America contest will almost
be a tinker toy robot built by a
. Scorpio. She will stand in for
Miss North Dakota, but her
green sticks will come loose
LEO:
during a dance routine, and your
You registered Democrat and sign will Jive in shame for seven
voted against the corporate tax. long years.
You live in F1orida ancl:=!ion't
drink orange juice. You nake CAPRICORN:
Klutz. Schmoo. Creep. Freak.
fun of Polacks but marriG~ one.
You.'re extremely inconsistent. Clod. Jerk. Stay off the streets
Do you realize that? Do you at night from now on, or rn run
you out of town.
care'?,

g

FTUY olunte~rsSought
To Aid DepnvedYouth

Volunteers are needed to ~st Youth Programs, Inc., a nonprofit
organization which works with delinquent, pre-delinquent and
economically deprived children.
Streetworkers are needed to organize the boys and girls into small
cohesive clubs throughout the community. These groups will be involved
in such activities as rap sessions and handicraft, sewing and guitar classes.
Volunteer streetworkers must be
able to ~ve at least one afternoon ·
or evemng a week and may
occasionally be expected to
participate in a weekend activity.
1
Volunteer caseworkers are also
A resolution supporting the
needed to render social service.s to extension of library hours was
the families of these youths. The unanimously approved at the
time commitment for a caseworker October 21 SG Student Government
varies, but a minimum of two Senate mef:ting.
afternoons or evenings a week are
The resolution recommends an
necessary. Caseworkers assist in extension of library hours from 10
such things as recommending p.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday through
agencies, providing _guidance to Thursday.
families and suggesting employment
According to SG· Vice President
contacts or medical aid.
Charles Simpson, additional funds
"An
h h
· · te t . for salaries of $1,400 a year would
yone w o as an m res m
.
k
th r b
w o r king with c hil d r e n can be reqmred to eep e I rcay open
participate .in t he program," said the extra hours.
.
Two alternative solutions have
Mike Neidig, coordinator for the
program. There are no age, been offered, Simpson said. The
educational or vocationallibrary couJd either decrease
requirements. Neidig added that personnel during peak hours, or it
any club or group may participate could open at 9 a.m. instead of 8
as a group project.
a.m.
.
According to Sanderlin, these
Youth programs, Inc., wh1chalternate solutions could present ·
moved to Orlando in June, is aproblems
division of Youth Services, USA. "If yo~ reduce personnel at peak
The current training program will1oad hours students would be forced
?egin the middle of November, andt0 stand i~ line longer to check out
m March several of the volunteerbooks and opening the libr.ay an
posit_ions wi~l bec~i:ie paidhour' later would present an
part-time supervISory pos1t1ons.
inconvenience for students with 8
~n~erested persons may contacta.m. classes," said Sanderlin.
Ne1d1g at Youth Programs, Inc., He added that the library is not
· Suite 41 2, 1 N. Orange Ave.,opposed to an increase in hours if a
423-8541.
workable solution can be found.

SG Recommends
H ours E x tens·on

r- ---·-------.... - -------
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